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Strongholds Curriculum Awards Guide
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Strongholds Curriculum Awards List
OVERCOMER WORKBOOK AWARDS:
(1) 6 Challenge Badge (Product # BA-002) - The RU name badge is awarded for completing six challenges in the 
Overcomer workbook.(Most chapters purchase a label maker to print the students first name to put on their badge.)
(2) 12 Challenge Button Pin (Product # BA-003) - The RU logo pin is awarded for completing 12 challenges in the 
Challenger workbook
(3) John & Romans  (Product # BA-001) - The booklet of John and Romans is awarded for successfully completing the 
Overcomer book, advancing the students from the RU Beginner’s Class. They can use this John and Romans booklet to complete 
their newly purchased Challenger workbook.

CHALLENGER WORKBOOK AWARDS:
(4) 18 Challenge Ribbon (Product # BA-004) - The blue ribbon attaches to the back of the name badge and is received 
after completing 18 challenges in the Challenger workbook.
(5) 24 challenge Tree Pin (Product # BA-005) - The empty tree pin is awarded after completing the Challenger 
handbook. This reward has nine holes in which to place each fruit jewel (awards) that will be earned while working in the 
Transformer, Conformer, Reformer workbooks.
(6) 10 Principles Bookmark (Product # MR-011) - With the adult Ten Principles on one side and the Kidz Club Ten 
Principles on the other, use it in your journal or in your current reding to mark your spot.
(7) Psalm 1 Coin (Product # BA-022) - This is the award for the completion of the Overcomer handbook. This coin is given 
to the student by the director as a reward for correctly quoting Psalm 1.

TRANSFORMER WORKBOOK  AWARDS:
(8) Love Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are earned by 
those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

(9) 10/40 Window Button Pin (Product # BA-011) - Addiction is often formed between the ages of 10 and 40. As a 
result, this award is presented to those who seek to “find and unbind” those enslaved within the 10/40 Window.
(8) Joy Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are earned by 
those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

(10) New Testament Button Pin (Product # BA-015) - This pin is earned for publicly quoting from memory to your leader 
the books of the New Testament, which begin in the Transformer workbook and are completed in the Conformer workbook.
(8) Peace Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are earned by 
those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

CONFORMER WORKBOOK AWARDS:
(8) Longsuffering Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are 
earned by those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

(9) 10/40 Window Button Pin (Product # BA-011) - Addiction is often formed between the ages of 10 and 40. As a 
result, this award is presented to those who seek to “find and unbind” those enslaved within the 10/40 Window.
(8) Gentleness Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are 
earned by those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

(11) Beatitudes Button Pin (Product # BA-013) - This pin is earned after publicly quoting to your leader from memory the 
Beatitudes as found in Matthew 5
(12) 10 Commandments Button Pin (Product # BA-010) - This pin is earned for publicly quoting to your leader from 
memory the Ten Commandments in order.
(8) Goodness Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are 
earned by those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.



REFORMER WORKBOOK AWARDS:
(9) 10/40 Window Button Pin (Product # BA-011) - Addiction is often formed between the ages of 10 and 40. As a 
result, this award is presented to those who seek to “find and unbind” those enslaved within the 10/40 window.

(8) Faith Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are earned by 
those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

(8) Meekness Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are 
earned by those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

(15) Fruit of The Spirit Button Pin(Product # BA-008) - This pin is earned after publicly quoting to your leader from 
memory the nine Fruits of the Spirit and their definitions in the Reformer workbook.
(16) Romans 6 Button Pin (Product # BA-012) - This pin is earned for publicly quoting to your leader from memory the 
temperance verses as found in Romans 6, while working in the Reformer workbook.
(8) Temperance Fruit (Sapphire Fruit Jewels, Product # BA-006A) - The sapphire-colored (blue) jewel awards are 
earned by those who are going through their RU Strongholds Study Course for each time a fruit is completed.

(17) Strongholds Graduation Medallion (Product # BA-007A) - Students receive this attractive medallion when they 
complete of the Strongholds Study Course. 

OTHER AWARDS:
Attendance awards:
(23) 10/12 Weeks Attendance Button Pin (Product # AS-001) - These pins promote consistent attendance with this 
award given when students attend 10 out of 12 weeks.
(24) 20/26 Weeks Attendance Button Pin (Product # AS-002) - These pins promote consistent attendance with this 
award given when students attend 20 out of 26 weeks.
*Victory In Christ Awards:
(18) *6 Month Victory Button Pin Bronze (Product # AS-006) - RU rewards 6 months of victory in Christ with a bronze 
pin. This is not a pin for sobriety, but rather for victory.
(19) *1 Year Victory Button Pin Silver (Product # AS-012) - RU rewards 1 year of victory in Christ with a silver pin. This 
is not a pin for sobriety, but rather for victory.
(20) *2 Year Victory Button Pin Gold (Product # AS-024) - RU rewards 2 years of victory in Christ with a gold pin. This 
is not a pin for sobriety, but rather for victory.
(21) 300 Club Button Pin (Product # BA-020) - This pin is earned each time a student receives the 300 Club reward, they 
will be given this gold number three to wear on their ribbon, lanyard, or lapel.
(22) Adult Blue Lanyard (Product # BA-016) - This blue lanyard containing the RU logo. This lanyard comes in packs of 5 
and will give you more room to display all your awards. (This is not an award.)

(13) 10 Principles Button Pin (Product # MR-009) - This pin is earned for publicly quoting to your leader from memory 
the RU Ten Principles in order.
(14) Psalm 23 Button Pin (Product # MR-025) - The Psalm 23 pin is the reward for memorizing Psalm 23.

*Victory In Christ Awards Criteria:
We reward victory, not necessarily sobriety. Though being sober is a signal that we have gained victory in a particular area of 
our life, it is not a guarantee that we are living victorious IN Christ. Victory is symbolized by the letter “V”. This means that when 
you get knocked down, you get back up. We will never have complete victory over sinning in this life, but sin should no longer 
have power over us. Habitual sin is symbolic of sin’s power. It becomes an unstoppable behavior and cannot be rewarded 
by simple attendance. Likewise, we think it unwise to reward this gift for only those who have abstained from all recognizable 
sins of choice, for there remains sins of conscience, which cannot be detected. Thus, we consider this an award for those just 
men and women who, when they fall, they get back up again! In other words, victory goes to those who refuse to quit while 
simultaneously participating in, at an acceptable pace, all parts of the RU ministry. To that end, hearers who are attempting to 
be doers and refusing to be quitters are the standard for victory.


